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1. Introduction 

1.1. Background 
The community of Ngalamye village in Uganda mainly relies on a single community spring (open 
water pond) for it’s water supply. The pond is unprotected and therefore has a low water quality. 
Pupils of the Good Times Infants School also rely on this spring and this affects the pupils learning as 
a lot of time is consumed in fetching unsafe water. 
 
This project is initiated by Better Life Initiative Project (BELIP), a NGO which is based in Ngalamye 
village. The goal of the project is to provide a safe and sustainable water supply for the Times Infants 
school and Ngalamye village, to train and facilitate the BELIP organisation and to act as an example 
project for surrounding communities. 
 
The project consists of the following phases: 
Phase 1a Construction of a rooftop water harvesting system at Good Times Infants School. 
Phase 1b Capacity building of the BELIP organisation and a feasibility study to improve the water 

supply of Ngalamye village. 
Phase 2 Construction of the water supply improvements and dissemination of the solutions. 
 
In November 2011 PWN and Aqua for All provided funding for Phase 1a and 1b of the project. In 
November/December 2011 a short mission was carried out by Sander de Haas, Harry Rolf and Merel 
Hoogmoed to discuss the issues on the design and construction of the rooftop water harvesting 
system (phase 1a) and carry out the feasibility study and capacity building (phase 1b). This report is 
the result of this mission. 
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1.2. Location 
Ngalamye village is located about 22 km North of Kampala, around 5 km from the towns of Gayaza 
and Kasangati. Good Times Infants School in Ngalamye is located at 0°29'6" N, 32°38'22" E. Figure 1 
shows the location of the village on a map. A more detailed topographic map of the village is 
presented in Appendix 1.  
 

 
Figure 1 Location of Ngalamye village (red circle) on the 1:50,000 topographic map 
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Figure 2 shows a schematic map of the village with it’s main landmarks including the school and the 
community spring. 
 

 
Figure 2 Hand drawn map of Ngalamye village by BELIP (South is up) 
 
The climate in the area is fairly humid with two rainy seasons in March to May and September to 
November.  The average rainfall in the area is about 1300 mm. 
 

 
Figure 3 Rainfall and potential evapotranspiration per month (source 
http://www.samsamwater.com/climate/climatedata.php?lat=0.48504&lng=32.63918&alt=1142
&loc=Ngalamye%2C+Uganda) 
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2. Rooftop water harvesting system at Good Times Infant School 
The background and technical details to construct the rooftop water harvesting system at the Good 
Times Infants School in Ngalamye are further elaborated in the project proposal (BELIP, 2011) and 
the document ‘Construction and Maintenance of roof water harvesting systems’ (SamSamWater, 
2011). Figure 4 shows a photo of the school and Figure 5 shows a schematic drawing of the buildings 
and the planned system. 
 

 
Figure 4 The Good Times Infants School in Ngalamye 
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Figure 5 Schematic layout of the buildings of the Good Times Infants School and the planned 
tanks 
 
During the short mission both technical and management issues on the planned system were 
discussed with the BELIP executive committee, the School Board, the Water Committee and the 
community during several meetings. 
 
During a technical meeting, some important design issues were discussed. These regarded the 
following: 

• Attention should be paid to the construction of the gutters: make sure no water that even 
during severe rainfall events, all water will enter the gutters. Test the placement of the 
gutters during construction by pouring water over the roof to see whether it enters the 
gutters as expected. 

 
Figure 6 The construction of the gutters seems obvious, but often fails (image by 
Worm & Van Hattum, 2006) 
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• There should be a wire mesh filter between the connection of the gutters and the pipe to 
prevent larger objects such as leafs and branches to enter the pipes. 

• A first flush diversion system using a downpipe to trap the dirty first flush water will be 
installed. It is explained that the downpipe should have a small hole in the bottom so the 
water will drain out slowly to assure that the first flush of every rain is diverted. Furthermore 
the downpipe should have a removable bottom (screw-cap), so that it can be emptied and 
cleaned. 

 

 
 
Figure 7 The concept of a first flush diversion system using a downpipe (image by 
Thomas & Martinson, 2007)  

 
• Based on the experiences and discussions with several organisations during the 6th RWSN 

Forum it was decided to construct two 10,000 liter ferro-cement tanks instead of one 20,000 
tank. Although this requires more building material, they are easier to construct and there 
are many more organisations in Uganda that have experience in constructing these smaller 
tanks. In this way BELIP can get assistance from more organisations (for example the Katosi 
women group) and it makes it easier to apply the same techniques in other places, which is 
better for the change of upscaling. Another important argument is that using two tanks, the 
gutters will not need to span distances, which increases the lifespan of the gutter system. 

• The construction of a raised base platform so that the tank and tap will be constructed above 
ground level to avoid having a pit where water could remain standing and be potentially 
contaminated. 

 

downpipe 
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Figure 8 Example of standing water below ground level. This should be avoided by 
constructing a raised base platform, or positioning the tanks and taps in such a way 
that the natural gradient of the terrain avoids this. 

• The construction of the tap which should be constructed at about 15 cm above the bottom of 
the tank to minimise the risk of extracting water with silt in it. The water below the level of 
the tap can be used to clean the tank. 

• The construction of a washout pipe which can be used to clean the tank at the end of the dry 
season and remove any remaining water with dirt particles. 

• The construction of a manhole, which can be used to clean the tank. It is very important the 
lit is closed properly so no insects or light can enter the tank. 

• The construction of an overflow pipe, whereby it is important to make sure the overflowing 
water doesn’t erode the foundation of the tank. So to either create a splash protection, or a 
downpipe to guide the overflow water down. In any case it should be prevented that animals 
can enter the tank, for example by placing a mesh filter over the overflow pipe. 

• Proper construction and attaching of the pipes to the buildings to increase the durability of 
the system. 
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 Figure 9 The fascia boards are missing on some parts of the roof. It is important to 
make sure both the gutters and pipes are properly connected to ensure the 
sustainability of the system 

 
Attention was also given to the required maintenance. The whole system was discussed focussing on 
the O&M aspects. For example, it was explained to the BELIP executive committee and the Water 
Committee, the roof, gutter and tank have to be cleaned regularly. A detailed description of the 
required steps for maintenance is given in Appendix 2 (in English) and Appendix 3 (in Luganda). 
 
 

 
Figure 10 Training on construction and maintenance of a roofwater harvesting system 
 
The local government should be involved, or at least be made aware of the project. The local 
government might be able to assist BELIP with training or support for operation and maintenance of 
the system. BELIP shall contact the District Water Engineer, or the County Water Engineer to discuss 
the plans and talk about cooperation between the local government and BELIP.  
 
For the construction of the roofwater harvesting system it is advised to contact the Katosi Women 
Development Group who have a lot of experience in construction of these systems. Possibly they are 
willing to construct to the tanks (as a contractor), but at least BELIP should try to use their 
experience and knowledge of these systems, since their prices are much lower than regular 
contractors ask. The Katosi women would also be excellent trainers for BELIP and the community, 
since they also started as a small community based organisation and now have a lot of experience in 
both the technical issues as well as organisational and financial aspects. 
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Figure 11 Example of a roofwater harvesting system at a school in Katosi 
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3. Capacity building of BELIP and the community 
During the short mission several meetings were organised to train the young BELIP organisation, the 
water committee and the rest of the community. The following meetings have been held: 
November 28 Meeting with BELIP Executive Committee on goals of the mission and expectations. 
November 29 Meeting with School board and community members on goals of the mission and 

expectations. 
December 6 Meeting with BELIP on project management and organisation. 
December 6 Meeting with community on rooftop water harvesting system. 
December 9 Technical meeting with BELIP and Water Committee on rooftop water harvesting 

system. 
 

 
Figure 12 Capacity building at the Good Times Infants School 
 
Besides the meetings, everybody was invited to join us in the field during our field visits and 
measurements to learn and understand what we were doing. A member of the water committee of 
the school was present during a few of the field visits as was a local contstructer at the first visit. Two 
BELIP members, Ronald and Mary, were present during all field visits. However, the turn-up of the 
communittee during the field visits and measurements was low due to the end of the rainy season 
(many people were busy in their fields and gardens) and a burial. 
 
During the meetings we explained that we were not going to tell them how to organize and arrange 
things, but that they should decide themselves. We were only there to assist them by asking 
questions (“What if…?”) and provide them with different options where needed. The water 
committee, school board, BELIP and the community should decide themselves. 
 
This worked out very well: during the meetings there were many interesting discussions and 
questions. As an example we list some of them. Both the questions and answers were raised by 
different people: the committee, the community and us. 
 
Q How to arrange fund for Operation & Maintenance? 
A The village chairman suggests that since this is a school system, the funds for O&M should 

be incorporated in the school fee. Everybody agrees. 
 
Q Is the water in the tank available to everyone, or only for pupils at the school? 
A The system is designed to provide water for the pupils at the school. But during rainy 

seasons there might be some excess water, this water could be used by others. It was 
suggested that during rainy seasons this water could be sold to villagers. It was even 
suggested that these funds could be used to buy water from a water truck during the dry 
season to refill the tank. 
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Q What to do when, for example, a gutter is broken? Will you hire a technician from town, or 
will you get somebody from the community to fix the problem? 

A The community tries to be as much self sustainable as possible. So if possible, a local villager 
will be asked to fix the problem. 

 
Q Who will supervise during the construction of the system? 
A BELIP is responsible for the supervision, but experienced members of the community and 

members of the water committee will assist BELIP. BELIP will also contact the woman of the 
Katosi women development group to learn from their experiences. 

 
It was explained that the donors have provided money for the construction of the system, but only 
under the condition that the community can sustain the O&M themselves. Not only in practical ways, 
but also organizational and financially. The donor won’t pay for O&M of the system. 
 
Q How will you or the donors know if the system functions or fails? 
A We will stay in contact: both during the construction and afterwards. And since both we and 

the community hope there will be many more future projects, this project will serve as a 
pilot project. Only it the O&M of this project succeeds we and the donors will be willing to 
support other future projects. 

 
To estimate the required funds for operation and maintenance we have made an estimation based 
on the costs as estimated in the project proposal budget (BELIP, 2011) and their expected lifetime. 
The estimated cost per year are presented in the following table. 
 
 Cost (UGX) Expected lifetime (years) Cost per year (UGX) 
Gutters 4,000,000 10 400,000 
Tank 6,000,000 20 300,000 
Total   700,000 
 
The total cost for sustaining the system in the long term are around 700,000 per year. If there are 
around 350 pupils who’s parents are contributing to the system this amounts to 2,000 UGX per pupil 
per year for long term sustainability. If we add 50% to this for short term repairs and expenses 
(leaking tap, broken gutter, etc) the required amount is UGX 3,000 per pupil per year. School fees are 
paid every term and since there are three terms per year this would lead to in increase in school fees 
of UGX 1,000 per pupil per term. 
At the moment the school fee is between UGX 30,000 and 65,000 per pupil per term (depending on 
the class). So an increase of UGX 1,000 would result in an increase of 2 to 3 % of the school fees. 
During the meeting at 6 December 2011 all community members (including the village chairman and 
head of the school) agreed on this amount to be added to the school fees. It was agreed that the 
amount should be reconsidered the coming years because of the high inflation rates. 
 
BELIP and the water committee will make an O&M plan, in which the above will be addressed. It was 
agreed that this O&M plan will be finished before the end of the construction of the system.   
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4. Water supply of the village 

4.1. Spring water source 
Phase 1b of the project consisted of a feasibility study to identify possible options to improve the 
water supply in Ngalamye village. The first option, as identified by BELIP, is to improve the water 
supply for the whole community by constructing a spring protection system at the main spring of 
Ngalamye village. 
 
The spring is located at the northern side of the village in a valley what is locally called the swamp. 
The spring is an open pond, around 2 meters below the surrounding ground level. The water seeps 
out in the pond and discharges through a small hand dug canal down into the valley. In the valleys 
around the village there are several other spring ponds, but this one is considered to be the most 
important (“the mother of all springs”) since it has never dried up, not even during extreme periods 
of drought. During these droughts this spring also provides water to people from surrounding 
communities.  
 

 
Figure 13 The open spring pond 
 
The area around the spring is very green (as is the whole area), but the direct vicinity of the spring is 
not cultivated. Upslope of the spring the hillslopes are grazed non-intensively by cows and pigs. 
 
People living near the spring, as well as the Good Times Infant School and a boarding school in the 
vicinity, use it as their main source for water, both for domestic use and for drinking water. The 
women and children (who are mainly responsibly for fetching water) walk down towards the spring 
and scoop out water from the pond while they are standing on wooden tree trunks which are laying 
over the water. 
 
The groundwater which seeps out into the spring pond is considered to be of good quality. There are 
however two main risks of contamination: 

1. Surface runoff containing pollutants (faecal material) flowing into the spring pond. 
2. Contamination of the water in the spring pond by using dirty buckets and jerrycans or 

dirty hands and feet. 
 
The risk of contamination by surface runoff is well understood by the community and they have tried 
to divert the surface runoff, which mainly flows along the footpath, by digging a small diversion canal 
to divert the water downstream of the spring pond (see Figure 14). Based on our observations this 
diversion canal works well, if maintained properly. 
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Figure 14 The discharge channel (blue arrow) and runoff diversion channel (brown arrow) 
near the open spring pond 
 
The risk of contamination of the water by using dirty buckets and jerrycans or dirty hands and feet is 
less understood. If explained, the people understand it, but they don’t recognise the risk. They have 
been using the water for a long time and don’t think it makes them ill. 
 

 
Figure 15 A boy fetching water from the spring pond 
 
During one of the field visits to the spring, on which the land owner a member of the water 
committee of the school, a technician and Ronald and Mary of BELIP were present, we discussed 
how we could protect the spring water from contamination. However, during the discussion it 
became clear that the people are very afraid that the spring might dry up. Several options were 
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discussed, e.g. constructing a small concrete wall with an outflow pipe near the head of the spring. 
Or by covering the spring pond and extract the water using a handpump. In a later meeting with 
BELIP and the community we discussed the above again. It was however concluded that they did not 
want to have the spring tempered with.  
 
Together with the community we have discussed in what way this risk of contamination could be 
reduced. For example by constructing a small concrete wall with an outflow pipe near the head of 
the spring. Or by covering the spring pond and extract the water using a handpump. These kind of 
options are no option for the community, including the land owner and the village chairman. They 
are very afraid that altering or covering the spring pond will make it dry up.  There have been other 
spring protection projects in nearby springs, and according to the community, these have led to a 
reduced or ceased discharge of these springs. Since this spring is considered to be the most 
important spring of the area the community is not willing to risk it by changing or covering it. It was 
even said they rather have contaminated water than no water at all. 
 
The community would like an improved entry to the spring pond consisting of a concrete stairway 
down to the spring and a concrete platform instead of the wooden one. This wouldn’t reduce the risk 
of contamination and the community should be able to carry this out by themselves without external 
funding. 
 
The only options that could be agreed on by the community would consist of a construction in the 
discharge channel without altering the spring pond itself. One could think of constructing a weir in 
the discharge channel so that people could fill their bucket using the overflow of the weir. Another 
option is to lay a pipe near the source of the spring and let the water flow (by gravity) to a lower 
point where people can fill their bucket using the water from the pipe. 
 
The problem with these options is the low discharge of the spring, or the lack of buffering capacity. 
During peak hours, around 300 students from the nearby boarding school (not the Good Times 
Infants School) come to fetch water from the spring pond within a timeframe of about 1 hour. 5 or 6 
students fetch water at the same time, some even standing bare feet in the pond to fill their 
jerycans. If every student uses a 20 l jerrycan, this is a peak load of 6000 l/hr. The discharge of the 
spring is much less: at the time of our visit (December 2011) around 600 l/hr. This corresponds well 
to the observation of the landlord that during these peak hours the water level in the pond drops 
and it takes some hours to refill to it’s normal level. When a weir or a pipe would be constructed so 
that people don’t have to touch the water, it would take around 2 minutes to fill a 20 liter jerrycan 
and only 1 person at a time can fill his or her jerrycan. This could never fulfil the peak demand of 
300 students in 1 hour. And since the community wants the spring pond to remain open, it is very 
likely that these students will still use the spring pond to fill their jerrycans. Constructing a weir or 
pipe in the discharge channel than wouldn’t solve the problem: there is still a risk of the water being 
contaminated by people who keep using the open spring pond. 
 
The only options would be to combine the spring protection with a water supply for the boarding 
school. This would greatly reduce the peak demand at the spring, but even then is is questionable if 
people would  use the new system (weir or pipe) and will wait for 2 minutes to fill their jerrycan, or 
still use the open spring pond and submerge their jerrycan and be ready in a few seconds. 
 
The first step therefore is that BELIP and the community should create awareness amongst the users 
of the spring. Only when everybody agrees we could think of plans to protect this open spring pond. 
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Figure 16 Discharge measurements in the discharge channel near the spring pond 
 

4.2. Handpump 
During the short mission we also looked at other options to improve the water supply for the 
community of Ngalamye. During the meeting with BELIP and the community a nearby handpump 
was identified as a problem.  The handpump was constructed around 5 year ago by the Japanese 
NGO ‘Hunger free world’. This handpump had been functioning properly for a number of years, but 
broke down a few years ago. 
 
The people using the pump didn’t pay a regular fee for operation and maintenance, but collected 
money in case repairs were needed (‘crisis funding’). Because they had already paid for a number of 
smaller repairs before it broke down the last time, they couldn’t (or wouldn’t) afford the required 
repairs. Since that time the people had to rely on nearby unprotected open spring ponds. 
 
During our meeting with the community this was identified as the most needed project instead of 
the spring protection. It was used as an example on the importance of Operation and Maintenance 
and collecting money on a regular basis to be able to do repairs (no more crisis funding). The next 
morning the handpump was dismantled by the community and they identified the problem. It 
seemed there was a small hole in the suction head which prevented the pressure to build up to 
transport the water to the surface. The community suggested to buy a new suction head at an 
estimated cost of UGX 200,000 but said it couldn’t afford this themselves. However, in accordance 
with the training on Operation and Maintenance the day before, they agreed that fixing the ‘minor 
problem’ now, and together saving money to being able to buy a new suction head in a few years 
time would be a more sustainable option.  
 
That same day a welder was brought in from the nearest town who closed the hole and the pump 
was put back together and functioned perfectly. The cost (around UGX 50,000) was paid in advance 
by the village chairman who would collect the money among the approximately 50 households using 
the pump. The fixing of the handpump had therefore costed about UGX 1,000 (€ 0,30) per household 
only. 
 
The chairman also said he, together with BELIP, would start raising regular funding for future 
operation and maintenance costs. We were very happy to see our training of the previous day had 
had an effect within one day. 
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Figure 17 The hole in the suction head before (left) and after (right) welding) 

 
Figure 18 The handpump fully functional again within one day 
 

4.3. Potential for roofwater harvesting systems 
The area of Ngalamye (as are major parts of Uganda) is very suitable for roofwater harvesting 
schemes. Yearly rainfall amounts are relatively high (in most parts of Uganda over 1000 mm per 
year) and even during the dry seasons there is often a reasonable amount of rainfall. 
 
Many people in Ngalamye have realised this and have private domestic roofwater harvesting 
systems. Some very professional with large reservoir tanks and nice gutters, many others with 
improvised gutters made out of metal sheets and old oil drums to collect and store the water. This 
shows that the concept of roofwater harvesting is widely accepted and people are willing to adopt 
this method. 
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Figure 19 Improvised domestic roofwater harvesting systems at a house in Ngalamye 
 
The major problem seems to be the costs involved in the construction of a proper roofwater 
harvesting scheme. During the RWSN forum we have seen some very nice examples of low-cost 
roofwater harvesting systems that might be suitable for Ngalamye. 
 
One of them is the so called ´Bob´ system which is a water reservoir made of 1,400 liters made out 
of a polypropylene bag (in The Netherlands known as a “Big bag” used to store and transport 
granular materials such a sand) with an inner plastic liner to make it water tight (Naugle et al., 2011). 
This complete system is sold in Uganda commercially at a price of UGX 125,000 (less then € 40). 
Although the capacity is limited (1,400 liters) it can provide 20 liter per person per day 14 days for a 
household of 5) this might be a quick and cheap method of creating a roofwater harvesting storage. 
 

 
Figure 20 Bob: a low-cost commercial rainwater storage reservoir (image source: 
Innocentive.com) 
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Another very promising option seen at the RWSN forum is the revolving fund scheme that the Katosi 
Women Development Group has been using for a number of years now (Nakato & Bavuma, 2011). 
The revolving fund scheme is a micro-finance scheme whereby the members lend money to 
construct a roofwater harvesting system. Since the Katosi women have trained themselves to 
construct the systems the cost per system is very low. This kind of scheme could allow the people of 
Ngalamye to buy and construct small private roofwater harvesting schemes using a micro-credit 
system from within the community. Western donors could support such a system by providing a 
budget for setting up such a system and/or by subsidising these tanks as a way of promoting both 
the roofwater harvesting system as well as the microfinance system. 
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5. Conclusions and recommendations 
The design of the rooftop water harvesting system at the Good Times Infants School in Ngalamye 
has been refined and elaborated with the BELIP organisation, the Water Committee, School Board 
and the community. All parties are aware of the (both technical and non-technical) issues that need 
to be tackled during construction and during operation and maintenance of the system. The 
importance of proper maintenance of the system and the required funds for this are well 
understood by all involved parties. 
 
During the short mission the BELIP organisation, the Water Committee, School Board and 
community have been trained on the technical aspects of the school rooftop water harvesting 
system, project management, construction, operation & maintenance and financial management 
(both during construction and for operation & maintenance). During the meetings and training 
sessions we tried to support discussions between the community members and provide them with 
possible options for solutions. The community had to decide for themselves which of the options 
would be chosen. Because of this approach there were lively discussions and all important choices 
and decisions have been made by the community unanimously. 
 
BELIP and the Water Committee will make a plan in which they will describe in detail how operation 
and maintenance will be carried out, how it will be arranged financially, who is responsible for which 
part and how it will be organised. 
 
BELIP will contact the Katosi Women Development Group to learn from their experiences and 
possibly involve them during the construction of the system and to train the people in Ngalamye. 
Based on this, BELIP will create a final budget for the construction of the system. After this has been 
done the construction of the rooftop water harvesting system can start. 
 
In addition to the rooftop water harvesting system at the school, several options to improve the 
water supply of the whole village have been studied. One of the options was the spring protection of 
an open spring pond. During the mission it became clear that the owner landlord and the 
community were afraid that altering the spring would reduce or stop it’s outflow. Since this is the 
only spring in the area that had never dried up, the community is very afraid of this. The first step 
therefore is that BELIP and the community should create awareness amongst the users of the spring. 
Only when everybody agrees we could think of plans to protect this open spring pond. 
 
During our visit a handpump which has been broken for a number has been repaired with funds 
from within the community. The village chairman and BELIP will come up with a plan and start 
collecting money for operation and maintenance of the handpump on a regular basis. 
 
Another option to improve the water supply in the village is by small privately owned rooftop water 
harvesting systems. The system that is going to be installed at the school should act as an example 
project. The members of the communittee will be involved in construction, and will learn about the 
functioning of these systems in the process. BELIP could stimulate villagers to construct and install 
small private rooftop water harvesting systems at their homes. Several low-cost technologies that 
are available in Uganda have been discussed. Possibly a micro finance system could be set up to 
support and promote the application of small private rooftop water harvesting schemes. 
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Appendix 1 – Topographic map of the Ngalamye project area 

This map can be viewed online (with zooming capabilities) using this link: 
http://www.samsamwater.com/maps/index.php?kml=62/data/Uganda-BELIP.kmz 
 
The file can also be downloaded to view in Google Earth (http://www.google.com/earth/) from this 
location: 
http://www.samsamwater.com/projects/62/data/Uganda-BELIP.kmz 
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Appendix 2 – Maintenance of a rainwater harvesting system 
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Maintenance of a rainwater harvesting system 
The rainwater tank can provide clean and safe drinking water, but only 
when the following activities are carried out thoroughly each season! 
 
To do before the rainy season: • Clean the tank 
 • Clean the roof 
 • Clean the gutters 
 • Clean the mesh filters 
 • Clean the downpipe 
 

The rainy season starts 
The first minutes of each rain rains will wash away any remaining dirt on the roof and gutter. This 
dirty water fills the downpipe. Once the downpipe is full the clean water will flow into the tank. 

 
The rains continue 

The water in the downpipe will slowly drain out through the small hole. This ensures that the dirty 
‘first flush’ water of each rain doesn’t enter the tank. 

 
To do regularly during the rainy season: • Empty downpipe after each rain  
  • Check and clean roof 
  • Check and clean gutters 
  • Check and clean mesh filters 
  • Check and clean the downpipe 
 

It’s the end of the rainy season (or your tank is full) 
Preparations have to be made to make sure you can have safe and clean drinking water during the 

next months 
 
To do at the end of the rainy season • Make sure the hatch is closed properly 
or when the tank is full: • Make sure no animals, mosquitoes or light can 

enter the tank (this can decrease the water 
quality!) 
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Appendix 3 – Maintenance of a rainwater harvesting system (in Luganda) 
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Okulabirira enkola y’okulembeka amazzi g’enkuba 
Ttanka y’amazzi g’enkuba esobolera ddala okutuwa amazzi amayongo, 
nga bino wamanga bikoleddwa bulungi buli budde! 
 
Ebikolebwa nga ebiseera by’enkuba  tebinatuuka: • Yonja ttanka 
 • Yonja amabaati okuva amazzi 
 • Yonja engogo 
 • Yonja akatimba atangira ebikyafu  

okuyingira mu ttanka 
 • Yonja payipo  etangira obukyafu 

okuyingira mu ttanka 
 

Ebiseera by’enkuba  nga bitandiise 
Enkuba esooka ejja n’obukyafu  okuva ku mabaati. Amazzi gano agasooka  gakkirira mu payipo 

etangira obukyafu okuyingira  mu ttanka. Payipo eno bw’ejjula olw’amazzi amalungi ne gayingira mu 
ttanka. 

 
Enkuba ng’ettonya 

Amazzi mu payipo etangira ebikyafu okuyingira mu ttanka gavaamu mpola nga gayita mu katuli 
akatono. Kino kiyamba amazzi amabi agasooka tegayingira ttanka. 

 
Ebikolebwa mu biseera by’enkuba: • Gyamu obukyafu mu payipo ng’enkuba ekkedde 
 • Kebera n’okuyonja  amabaati 
 • Kebera n’okuyonga engogo 
 • Kebera  n’okuyonja  akatimba akatangira obukyafu 

okuyingira mu ttanka 
 • Kebera n’okuyonja payipu etangira obukyafuomuyingira 

mu ttanka 
 

Kunkomerero y’ebiseera by’enkuba (oba ttanka ng’ejjudde) 
Entekateeka zirina okukolebwa okulaba  nga  tubeera n’amazzi amayonjo mu mwenzi oguddako. 

 
Ebikolebwa ku nkomerero y’ ebiseera by’enkuba  oba ttanka ng’ejjudde: 
 • Ekisanikira kya ttanka kirina okuba nga kisanikire bulungi 
 •  Tangira ebisolo, ensiri oba ekitangala obutayingira mu 

ttanka (bino byonona amazzi) 
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Appendix 4 – Mission story  

 
Saturday 26 November 2011 Arrival in Entebbe. 
  
Sunday 27 November 2011 Travel from Entebbe to Nglamye. Meeting with BELIP 

Executive Committee. Reconnaissance of school area. 
  
Monday 28 November 2011 Meeting with school board and community members. 

Reconnaissance of spring area. Transport to Kampala. 
  
Tuesday 29 November 2011 6th Rural Water Supply Network Forum. 
  
Wednesday 30 November 2011 6th Rural Water Supply Network Forum. 
  
Thursday 1 December 2011 6th Rural Water Supply Network Forum. 
  
Friday 2 December 2011 Field visit to Katosi Women Development Trust including 

rooftop water harvesting system at school (RWSN field trip). 
Discussions on project and planning with BELIP. 

  
Saturday 3 December 2011 - 
  
Sunday 4 December 2011 Transport to Kasangati. 
  
Monday 5 December 2011 Measurements at spring. Discussions with landlord and 

member of water committee. Visit to shallow well with 
handpump (broken). 

  
Tuesday 6 December 2011 Discussions on project management and organisation with 

BELIP. Measurements at school. Community meeting about 
rooftop water harvesting system. 

  
Wednesday 7 December 2011 Dismantling of non-functional handpump. Discharge 

measurements at spring. Reinstalling handpump after 
welding and discussion on future O&M of handpump. 
Discussion on financing of rooftop water harvesting system 
at school. 

  
Thursday 8 December 2011 Report writing. Printing of documents and manuals. 

Discussion on project reporting and future projects. 
  
Friday 9 December 2011 Elevation measurements at spring. Technical meeting with 

BELIP and Water Committee on construction, operation, 
maintenance and reporting. Discussion with BELIP on future 
plans. 

  
10 December - 17 December 2011 Travel to Kampala, field visit to 'Weebale' water project in 

Banda Kyandazza, report writing, holiday and return flight to 
Amsterdam. 

 
 
 

 


